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Dynamical Analysis of Linear Passive Networks with 
Ideal Diodes 

Part II: Consistency of a Time-stepping Method 

M.K. Qamhbel* W.P.M.H. Heemelst J .M. Schumacheri 

Abstract 

In a companion paper, a definition has been proposed for what is to be understood by a "so
lution" of a linear network with ideal diodes, and conditions have been given under which such a 
solution exists and is unique. This framework provides the basis for a rigorous study of the COll

vergence of numerical methods for computing transient solutions. In particular, we wiII deal with 
a time-stepping method based on the well-known backward Euler scheme. After demonstrating, by 
means of an example, that this widely applied time-stepping method does not necessarily produce 
useful output for arbitrary linear dynamical systems with ideal diode characteristics, the consis
tency of the method will be proven for linear passive circuits coupled with ideal diodes by showing 
that the approximations generated by the method converge to the true solution of the system in a 
suitable sense. 

1 Introd uction 

Simulation of switching networks is a problem that has been studied extensively in circuit theory 
[1,2,6,13,14,18,23,30]. Roughly speaking, there are two main approaches, namely event-tracking (see 
e.g. [1,18]) and time-stepping methods (see [2,13,14,23] for electrical networks and [16,19,20,27,29] for 
unilaterally constrained mechanical systems with friction phenomena). Having a hybrid systems point 
of view (see for instance [26]), event-tracking methods are based on the idea of solving c:orresponding 
DAEs of the current circuit topology (called 'mode' in the hybrid systems terminology), monitoring 
possible changes of circuit topology (mode transition), and (if necessary) determining the exact time 
(event time) instant of the change of topology and the next topology. Time-stepping methods differ from 
this scheme by regarding the whole system as a collection of differential equations with constraints and 
trying to approximate the solutions of these differential equations with constraints. As a consequnce of 
this point of view, there is no need to locate exact event times. However, the convergence of the approx
imations in a suitable sense has to be guaranteed. Since the methods seem to work well in practice, the 
question of convergence is usually neglected in the literature. It is the objective of this paper to pro
vide a rigorous basis for the use of time-stepping methods in the simulation of circuits with state events. 

In the companion paper (8] (see also [4]) the meaning of a transient true solution to the dynamical 
network model with ideal diodes has already been established. Using techniques borrowed from the 
theory of linear complementarity systems (LCS) [9,10,15,24,25]' existence and uniqueness of solutions 
have been proven under mild conditions. Moreover, several regularity properties have been shown from 
which this paper will benefit. 
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The particular time-stepping method that we will study here is based on the well-known backward 
Euler scheme and has been described, for instance, in [2,13,14] for electrical networks. Similar meth
ods have been used in a mechanical context in [16,19,20,27,29]. The advantage of the method is 
that it is straightforward to implement and many algorithms (e.g. Lemke's algorithm [5], Katzenelson's 
algorithm [12] and others [14]) are available to solve the one-step problems consisting of linear comple
mentarity problems (LCPs). 

In [13] the use of a time-stepping method based on the backward Euler scheme (or higher order linear 
multistep integration methods [7] like the trapezoidal rule) has already been proposed for the class of 
linear complementarity systems, i.e., linear time-invariant dynamical systems coupled with ideal diode 
characteristics (complementarity conditions). By an example (d. Example 3.3 below), it will be shown 
that the method is not suited for the general class of linear complementarity systems. This example 
indicates also, that although the method has proven itself in practice, one should not indiscriminately 
apply it to general discontinuous dynamical systems. 

Convergence problems of time-stepping methods for mechanical systems subject to unilateral constraints 
or friction have been studied by Stewart [27,28]. He shows that for a broad class of nonlinear constrained 
mechanical systems there alway::; exists a slLbseqv.ence of approximating time functions that converge to 
a real solution of the mechanical model. However, the convergence of the complete sequence has not 
been shown in [27,28]. The conditions usee! in [27,28] do Hot cover electrical networks cont.aining ideal 
diodes, which form the subject of t.his paper. Specifically, we will show that. for the class of discontin
uous dynamical systems consisting of linear electrical passive circuits wit.h ideal diodes the backward 
Euler time-stepping method is consistent. To be specific, we prove that the whole ::;equence (and not 
only a subsequence) of the approximating time functions converge to t.he real t.ransient solution of the 
network model, when the step size decreases to zero. Although the results are written down here for 
networks containing ideal diodes (internally controlled switches) only, externally controlled switches 
can easily be included without destroying the convergence proof. The results presented here form a 
justificat.ion of t.he backward Euler time-stepping scheme in the field of swit.ched electrical networks. 
Such a justification seems required considering the problems that might occur due to changing configu
rations ohhe network, the possibility of Dirac impulses and the discontinuities of the system's variables. 

The outline of t.he paper is as follows. In section 2 preliminaries on linear complementarity syst.ems 
and passivity are stated. The time-stepping method that will be studied is considered in sect.ion 3. 
Moreover, a result on consistency of the numerical method is formulated for a general class of linear 
complementarity systems. In the next section, this result is applied to linear passive complement.ar
ity systems. The continuous dependence of solution trajectories on the initial states is also mentioned 
in section 4. The conclusions follow in section 5. The proofs of the main results can be found in sect.ion 6. 

Throughout the paper, JR (JRn) denotes the set of (n-tuples of) real numbers. JR+ denotes t.he set of 
nonnegative real numbers, Le., JR+ = [0, (0). For the real part of the complex number A, we write 
R.e A. For any ;r:, y E JR", :1: 1.. y means that :rT y = O. Inequalities for vectors are always meant to 
hold componentwise. The Euclidean and maximum norm of a vector x E JRn will be denot.ed by Ilxll:= 
VI::::::l xy and Ilxlloo := maxiEfi lXii, respectively. Given an integer n, n denotes the set {I, 2, ... , n}. 
For a real number T E JR, we use the not.ation rr'l to denote the smallest integer larger than or equal to 1'. 

The set of real matrices with 11, rows and m columns is denoted by JR1lX11t. For any A E JRnxm, J ~ and 
[( ~ m, AJ[, denotes the submatrix {Aii}jEJ,kEj(. If J = n (I{ = m), we also write .4.K (AJ.). For 
any A E JRnxm IIAII:= sUPllxll=l IIAxl1 denotes the matrix norm induced by t.he Euclidean vector norm. 
A square matrix A E lRnxn is said t.o be nonnegative (positive) definite if x T Ax ~ 0 (x TAx> 0) for all 
o i= x E lRn. \Ve write a(A) for the set of eigenvalues of A. and p(A) := max;\Eu(A) IAI for the spectral 
radius of .4. By the symmetric part. of A, we mean the matrix ~ (A + AT). The identity matrix is denoted 
by I. The set of n-tuples of square integrable functions on (to,-tl) is denoted by [.~(to, tl)' The notation 
(:1:, V) denotes the inner product of x, y E q(to, tt}, i.e., (x, y) = It:1 :1: T (t)v(t)dt. The norm on £~(to, td 
is defined by Ilxll = (:r, :1:)1/2. Moreover, t.he t.ime function xlo denotes the restrict.ion of the time function 
;7: t.o the interval n. \Ve sa.y t.hat t.he sequence {.'1:d C [.~(tO,tl) conver:qcs (converges weakly) to :1: if 
limA,--+<X) 11:1:h - :7:11 = 0 (limk .... HX'(:l:k x,V) 0 for all y E q(to,tt)). The ma.trix triple (A,B,C) wit.h 
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A E ]RlIlm, B E ]Rllxm and C E ]Rmxll is said to be minimal, when rank [B AB 
and rank [C T C T C T (AT )1!-lJ = n. 

04"- 1 B) = n 

2 Preliminaries 

We begin by briefly recalling the linear complementarity problem (LCP) of mathematical programming. 
For an extensive survey on the problem, the reader is referred to [5J. 

Problem 2.1 (LCP(q, At)) Given q E]R" and At E ]Rnxn, find z E ]R" such that 

z2:0 

q+Atz2:0 

(q+Mz) =0 

(la) 

(lb) 

(lc) 

We say that. z solves LCP(q, lvI) if z satisfies (1). The set of all solutions of LCP(q, lvI} will be denoted 
by SOL(q, M). Note that the so-called complementarity (1) conditions also appear in the ideal diode 
charact.erist.ic v :S 0, i 2: 0, and iv = O. Not. surprisingly, t.he linear complementarit.y problem plays a 
major role in the analysis of networks with ideal diodes. Indeed, as discussed in [8], linear networks 
wit.h ideal diodes can be modelled as linear complementarity systems (see [9,10,24,25] for detailed 
discussion), which are dynamical versions of the linear complementarity problem. They are of the form 

x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) 

yet) = Cx(t) + Du(t) 

O:S net) 1. yet) 2: ° 
(2a) 

(2b) 

(2c) 

where H(t) E ]Rm, x(t) E ]Rn, yet) E ]R1n and A, B, C, and D are matrices of appropriate dimen
sions. We denote (2) by LCS(A, B, C, D) and associate to (A., B, C, D) the transfer matrix O(s) 
D + C(sI - .4)-1 B. 

Before precisely defining t.he solution concept of LCS(A,B,C,D), we need to mention several spaces 
of functions and dist.ribut.ions, which playa crucial role in the sequel. The space B denotes the space 
of Bohl funct.ions, i.e., functions having rational Laplace transforms. The space B[, consists of the dis
tributions of the form U Uimjl + ureg ' where Uimp :::: 'flo8 is called the impulsive part with Uo E lR aud 
urog E B is called the 1'Cf}u[ar parL A distribution U E B;" is said to be initially nonnegative, if its Laplace 
transform 11(8) sat.isfies 11(a) 2: 0 for all sufficiently large a E JR. In a similar fashion, the space £5(0, r) 
consist.s of the distributions of the form U Uimp + Ureg where Uimp iI,OO is called the imp11.lf:live part 

with Uo E lR and Ureg E £2(0, r) is called the regular·l)(Lrt. We say that the sequence of dist.ributions 
{H§O + U~eg} C £,,(0, r) converges (weakly) to uoo + Ureg' if {u§} converges to lLo and {u~eg} converges 
(weakly) to Ureg in £2 sense. 

Next, we recall the notion of initial solution which is of considerable importance in the analysis of linear 
complementarity systems. 

Definition 2.2 The triple (u,x,y) E B,,;'+n+m is an initial solution of LCS(A,B,C,D) wit.h initial 
state Xo if there exists an index set I <; m such that 

x = Ax + Bu + ;2:08 

y= Cx+Du 

Ui 0 if i E I 

Yi ° if i rf. I 

hold in the distrihutional sellse (for more details see the companion paper [8]), and U and yare initially 
nonnegative. 
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It can be shown that there is a one-to-one relation between the initial solutions to LCS(A, B, C, D) 
with initial state :1:0 and the proper solutions of the so-called mtio1wl cornplementaTity problem (see for 
instance [10,25]). 

Problem 2.3 (RCP(:ro,A,B,C,D)) Given Xo E IRn and (A,B,C,D) with A E IRnxn ,B E IFtIlX1H, 

C E ]Rlnxn and D E ]R",xm, find lI(s) E ]Rm (s) and yes) E ]Rill (s) such that 

yes) = C(sI - A.)-lxO + [C(sI A)-1 B + D]u(s) 

u(s) ..L yes) 

for all sEC and u( a) 2:: 0 and y( a) 2:: 0 for all sufficiently large a E 1Ft. 

The following proposition states the above mentioned one-to-one relation which is given by the Laplace 
transform and its inverse. This connection indicates the relevance of the rational complementarity 
problem to the study of LCS. 

Proposition 2.4 [lO} The triple (u, x, y) is an initial solution of LCS(A, B, C, D) 'With initial .state 
:1:0 if and only if its Laplace transform (i/.( s), :£(s), y(s)) is such that (11( s), :O(s)) is a proper solution of 
RCP(co, A, B, C, D) and xes) = (sI - A)-lXO + (sI .1)-1 Bil(s). 

Now, we can give a precise definition of what is meant by solution of LCS(A,B,C,D). Actually, the 
(global) solution c:oncept for general linear wmplementarity systems (see [9]) is more complicated than 
the one we will present. In the case of linear passive complementarity systems, it can be trimmed as 
shown in the companion paper [8]. 

Definition 2.5 (u, x, y) E .c;;'+11+'" (0, I) is a (global) solution of LCS(A, B, C, D) on [0, I] with initial 
state Xo if the following conditions hold. 

1. There exists an initial solution (u, X, y) such that 

2. The equat.ions 

hold in the distributional sense. 

x = Ax + Bu + ;1:015 

y = Cx+Du 

3. For almost all t E [0, I], 0 :::; ureg(t) ..L Yreg(t) 2:: O. 

Notice that the above definition is equivalent to the integral form given in the companion paper [8, Def
inition 5.1]. 

The first. item in the Definition 2.5 imposes a relation between the impulsive part and the rest of the 
solution. In t.he following example, we illustrate the necessity of such a connection. 

Example 2.6 Consider the simple circuit shown in Figure 1. By denoting the voltage across the 
capacitor and the diode by Vc and Vr/, respectively and the current through the diode by i rt , one can 
obtain the circuit equations as follows: 
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They can be rewritten in the form of a linear complementarity system 

;1; u 

y x 

O:S1L..Ly~O 

(3a) 

(3b) 

(3c) 

with the definitions '!t == 'id, X == -Ve , and y = -Vd. For the initial state ;z;o = -1, t.he triple 
(u,x,y) = (no, a -l,a 1) with a 2: 1 satisfies the last two items of the Definition 2.5. However, 
«(10, a-I, (L - 1) is only a solution for initial state Xo = 1, if n 1, since this is the only solution 
complying with t.he circuit from a physical point of view. Its interpretation is that there is an instan
taneous discharge of the capacitor. Note that (u, x, y) = (8,0,0) is indeed the unique initial solution. 

Figure 1: 

In the sequel, we are mainly concerned with linear passive complementarity sys
tems. To be reasonably self-contained, we shall quickly review the notion of 
passivity and its characterizations in terms of the state representation and the 
transfer matrix of the system. 

Definition 2.7 [31J The system (A,B,C,D) given by (2a)-(2b) is said to be 
l}(lssive (dissipative with 1'cspect to the su,pply mte 11 T y) if there exists a function 
V : ~n -+ Il4 (a storage fu,nction) , such that 

f '·l 
V(:1:(to)) + u T (t)y(t)dt ::: V(:t;(t 1 ) 

1·0 

holds for all to and tJ with tt ::: to, and all (u,;c,y) E C~I+n+m{to,td satisfying (2a)-(2b). 

We state a well-known theorem on passive systems which is sometimes called the positive reallernma. 

Lemma 2.8 [31] A ssmne that (A, B, C) is minimal. Then the following statement., a1'e cl}uivalent: 

1. (A, B, C, D) is passive. 

2. The rnatri;z; inel}ualities 

havc a 80lntion. 

3. G(s) is posit'iue real, i.e., G('\) + G T 
(\) ~ 0 for all ,\ E <C with'\ rf. O'(A) and Re ,\ > O. 

M01'eover, if (A., B, C, D) is passive all solntions of the matrix ineqnalities in item 2 ar'e positive definite. 

Throughout. the paper, we will frequently Ilse the following assumption. 

Assumption 2.9 (A, B, C) is a minimal representation and B is of full column rank. 

The proof of the following theorem can be found in the companion paper [8] and deals with the existence 
and uniqueness of solutions to linear passive complementarity systems. 

Theorem 2.10 Su.ppose that (A.,B,C,D) i.e; such that AsslLmption 2.9 holds and (A,B,C,D) is pas
.9ive. Let T > 0 be given. For each 1:0, there e.'z;ists a u:nil}lLe solntion (u,x,y) E ..c:;'+n+m(O,r) of 
LCS(.4, B, C, D) on [0, T] with initial state Xo. 
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3 The backward Euler time-stepping method 

For the numerical approximation of the solutions of switched electrical networks the following time
stepping scheme has frequently been used [2,13,14, 23J. For LCS the method consists of discretizing the 
system description by applying the well known backward Euler integration routine and imposing the 
complementarity conditions at every time step. This comes down to the computation of u~~+l' Y~'+l' 
and X~~+1 given x~~ through the linear complementarity problem given by 

(4a) 

(4b) 

( 4c) 

Here .~~ denotes the value at the ktll step of the corresponding variable for the step size h > O. Ba.<;ed 
on this scheme, one can construct approximations of the transient response of a LCS by applying the 
algorithm below. 

Algorithm 3.1 ({ui}, {x~~}, {y~}) =Approximation(A,B, e, D, 7, h, xo) 

1. Nit = fftl 
2 X " '- x . , -1 .- '0 

3. k:= 1 

4. solve the one-stell I1mblem 

6. k:= k + 1 

7. if k < N" goto 4 

8. stop. 

yt+l = e(I - hA.)-lxt + [D + he(I hA.) I BJu~~+1 

o ~ U~~+l ..L y2+l 2: 0 

The one-step problem is given by a linear complementarity problem in step 4. In general a linear 
complementarity problem may have multiple solutions or have no solutions at alL We shall proceed by 
assuming unique solvability of the problem. The assumption i:> introduced here for reasons of generality; 
later on we will prove that the assumption is implied by passivity. 

Assumption 3.2 For all sufficiently small h > 0, LCP(e(I hA)-l;c,G(h- I )) has a unique solution 
for all x, where G(h- 1 ) is given by D + he(I - lul)-l B. 

This assumption implies that for all sufficiently small h> 0, Algorithm 3.1 generates an output, which 
is unique. Hence, for a given step size h > 0 (sufficiently small), we can define the approximations 
(u",xh,yh) E £,5(0,7) given by 

h (t) _ h Ureg , - UI 
h (t) - It Xreg . - XI 

Y" (t) - \,It reg' - .,'l 

It "Ulls: Uimp = t OU 

h _ I .iLr 
Ximp - 1.XOU 

Y!:np hy8S 

} whenever (1- 1)11. ~ t < lh, 
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Figure 2: Nonconvergence of backward Euler approximations for the triple integrator with diode. 

where ui, x~~ anel y~~, k = 0,1, ... ,Nil have been obtained from Algorit.hm 3.1. One of the main goals 
of the paper is to prove that for a passive system these approximations converge in a suitable sense 
to the actual solution of the syst.em. This property is called consistency of the I1umerical method. In 
the following example, we illustrate that Algorithm 3.1 is not always consistent. even if Assumpt.ion 3.2 
holds. 

Example 3.3 Consider the linear complementarity system (consisting of a triple int.egrator with com
plementarity conditions) 

:1:2 == ;r:3 

:i:~l = U 

y = :1:1 

0~'I1·1-Y2:0 

with the initial state ;2:0 = (0 1 0) T. As we have already ment.ioned before, Definit.ion 2.5 is a. 
simplified version of the general one given in [9] for linear passive complementarity syst.ems. Since t.he 
triple integrator is not. a passive system, we must utilize the general definit.ion rather than the simplified 
one. Indeed, it. can be checked that (u, x, y) :::: (j, 0, 0), which does not qualify as a. solut.ion in the sellse 
of Definition 2.5, is the 'true' global solution of the system with the given initial state. Here j denotes 
the distributional derivative of the Dirac impulse 6. Algorithm 3.1 gives 

(h It {(h- 2,0)ifk=O 
u~" y ,,J = (0, k(kil) It) if k :f O. 

It follows from (5d) that 

/

'(Nh-1)h (N l)N 
IIY~~gl' ? ( IIY~'Nh_l),,2 dt)1/2 = h ~ It h:3/2 = 0(11,-1/2) 

. (N,,-2)h 

whenever Nit 2: 2. Therefore, y~Leg is far from being convergent as it. is not bounded as h converges to 
zero. For three different. values of 11., the trajectories of Y~('g on [0,1] are depicted in Figure 2. 

This example indicates that one should be cautious in applying a t.ime-stepping method to a. general 
LCS. As a consequence, verification of the numerical scheme in t.he sellse of showing consistency is 
needed. The following theorem states conditions that imply consistency. 
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Theorem 3.4 Consider LCS(.4, B, C, D) S1LCh that Assmnption 3.2 holds. Let T > 0 and :/:0 E IRtIl be 
given. Also let (uh 1 xh, yh) be given by (5) via Algorithm 3.1. Snppose that thcr'e exists a > 0 87tch that 
for fLU .mfficiently small h 

Then, 'We have the following statements: 

1. There exists a unique initial sol'ution of LCS{A, C, D) with initial state :[;0 in the sense of 
Definition 2.2 ILnri the impulsive pad of this solntion is of the form (-noD, 0, yob) with uo, Yo E JRm. 

,'/. Let {h,J converye to zero. Suppose that D is nonnegative definite. Then the following holds. 

(a) Ther'e exists a snbseq1tence {h~:t} ~ {h,J snch that ({ uhkl }, {yhk/ }) converges 'weakly to some 
(u,y) and {Xhkl} converges to some x. 

(b) (u,x,y) is a solntion of LCS(A,B,C,D) on [O,T] 'with the initial state Xo. 

(c) If the 8oi'tdion (u, x, y) is ?J,niqne for the initial state Xo in the sense of Definition 2.5, then 
the C01l!lJlete sequence ({ ult., }, {yhk }) converges weakly to (u, y) and {x""} converges to x. 

Proof See section 6. • 

4 Main results for passive LeS 

In section 6, we shall show that the conditions of Theorem 3.4 are satisfied in the case of passive 
complementarity systems so that the following result holds. 

Theorem 4.1 Con8ide1' LCSCA, B, C, D) snch that ASs1t1l!ption 2.9 holds and (A, B, C, D) is IJassive. 
Let T > 0 mul Xo E IR" be given. Let (u, x, y) be the 8olntion of LCS(A, B, C, D) on [0, T] with the initi(LI 
state Xo. Also let (u",xh,yh) be given by (5) Vi(l Algorithm 3.1. Then, ({u lt }, {y"}) converges weakly 
to (u, y) (lnd {xh} conVC1:qes to x (lS the step size h tends to zem. 

Proof See section 6. • 

The above t.heorem a.':lSUlneS exact computations. In implementing the backward Euler t.ime-stepping 
method numerical errol's will of course be int.roduced. To give some just.ification that also in the case 
of (small) numerical errors the method is still suitable, we st.udy the issue of the dependence of the 
solut.ion trajectories on the initial conditions. For general LCS slIch a property does not hold, However, 
in t.he special case of linear passive complementarity systems, the continuous dependence holds, To 
formulate this in a ma.thematically precise way, we have t.o introduce some nomenclat.ure. Let 1/. be a 
Hilbert. space. We say that T : JRIl -t 1/. is cont-in7lO1LS (weakly) contin'll,07Ls), if continuity is considered 
with respect t.o the strong (weak) topology on 1/.. In ot.her word:.;, T is continuous (weakly cont.inuous), 
if for all convergent (weakly convergent) sequences {xd, {T:1:d converges (weakly converges) t.o T:c* 
where x* = limk-4oo :1:1.:. 

Theorem 4.2 Consider the LCS(A,B,C,D) s1tch that Assum.ption 2.9 holds and (A,B,C,D) is pas
sive. Let T > 0 be given, Define the operators Xo 1-7 (u,y) and :1:01-7 x, where (u,x,y) is the solution 
of LCS(A, B, C, D) on [0, T] with the initial state xo, The operator's Xo 1-7 (u, y) fLnd :2:0 1-7 x {/,Te weakly 
contin1Lo1ts and continn01tS, respectively. 

Proof See section 6 .• 

Note that Theorem 4.2 is not a propert.y of t.he numerical scheme, but of the class of LCS satisfying 
a passivit.y assumption. Of course one may look for schemes t.hat. perform part.icularly well in coping 
wit.h numerical errors, but this is outside the scope of the present. paper. 
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5 Conclusions 

In this paper, we studied the consistency of a time-stepping metl:.od based on the backward Euler 
integration routine. The method has proven itself already in practice for the transient simulation of 
piecewise linear electrical circuits and constrained mechanical systems. However, one cannot indiscrim
inately apply this method for general classes of discontinuous systems as shown by an example in this 
paper. The main result of the paper has presented a rigorous proof of the consistency of the backward 
Euler time-stepping method when applied to the class of linear passive electrical networks with ideal 
diodes. In spite of the mixed continuous and discrete behaviour of the circuit and the possibility of 
Dirac impulses occurring at the initial time, we have shown the convergence of the approximations to 
the actual transient solution of the network model. Using almost the same arguments, we have also 
proven the continuous dependence of the transient solutions on the initial state. For simulation of 
linear passive networks with ideal diodes, this has the important consequence that numerical errors 
do not. have a large influence on t.he outcomes of the approximation method. These results provide a 
justification for the use of time-stepping methods. 

Of course, it, would be interesting to generalize these results to other systems of a mixed continuous 
and discrete nature. In particular, we are currently studying t.he consistency of the backward Euler 
method for dynamical systems with relays and for other linear complementarity systems. For many 
systems where the backward Euler time-stepping scheme does not generate proper output (like the 
triple integrator), it. is useful to consider extensions of t.he time-stepping algorithm that are consistent. 

6 Proofs 

The outline of this section, in which we give the proofs of the results presented in the previous sections, 
is as follows. We begin with some preliminaries that will be employed in the sequel. The proofs of items 
1 and 2 of Theorem 3.4 will be followed by a recall of the so-called topological complementarity problem 
(TCP) which is the main tool used in proving item 3 of Theorem 3.4, Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2. 
After fitting the solution concept as well as the approximations into a TCP framework, we present a 
general result (Theorem 6.9) concerning the convergence of the solutions to TCPs and deduce the proof 
of item 3 of Theorem 3.4 from this result. Finally, the section ends with some technical lemmas on 
LCPs and the proofs of Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2 as inferred from these lemmas and the result on 
the convergence of the solutions to TCPs. 

6.1 Preliminaries 

For ease of reference, we recall some standard results on weakly convergent sequences. 

Lemma 6.1 The following statements hold in every real Hilber·t space 1£ with inner pm<i1Lct (', .). 

1. Even) bounded sequence has a weakly converyent subsequence. 

2. If all weakly convergent subsequences of (L b(nmded sequence lwve the ,~am.e weak l-imit, then the 
scq1},ence itself conver:qes weakly to this limit . 

. 1. Assume that {vd C 11. converges weakly to 'V and {wd C 11. converges to 'IV. Then 

(aJ There e.'Cists 0: > 0 S1tch that Ilvkll S Q; for all k and Ilvll S Q;. 

(bJ {Svd converges weakly to 5v whenever 5 ; 1{ -7 1{ is a contimJ.Ov.s linmr operator'. 

(cJ {(vJ,:,wd} converges to (v,w), 

Proof For the proofs of the statements I, 3a, 3b, and 3c see Theorem 3.7, Exercise 3.3.lOa and 
Proposition 3.6, Proposition 3.8, and Exercise 3.3.10b of [I1J, respectively. For the proof of the statement 
2, let {Vk} E 1-1. be sHeh a sequence. Without loss of generality, we may assume tlmt the limit of all 
its \veakly convergent subsequences is zero. If the sequence itself is weakly convergent then it.s weak 

\) 



limit is zero since every sequence is a subsequence of itself. Suppose that the sequence does not weakly 
converge t.o zero. Then there exist. € > 0, 'W E 1i and a subsequence, say {V~'I}' such that for all l 

(6) 

for a given. Since the sequence {Vk} is bounded, this subsequence is also bounded and hence has 
a weakly convergent. subsequence. By the hypothesis, it must converge weakly to zero. Clearly, this 
contradicts (6) .• 

We recall the notion of a compact operator for ease of reference. 

Definition 6.2 Let 1i be a Hilbert space. T : 1i -t 1i is said to be a compact operator- if for any weakly 
convergent sequence {1t,.,} C 1i, {Tuk} is a convergent sequence. 

In the f6110wing lemma, we state some results for the matrix inverse (I - hA.)-I. 

Lemma 6.3 Let A E R"X1l, The following st(Ltements hold: 

1. II(I lui) -111 < __ 1_ for all h with Ah < 1 wher'e A is the largest eigenvalue of ~ (il + AT). 
- 1 Ah -

2. Then; e.'l;ists an 0: > 0 such that II (I - hA)-111 :S 0: for' all sufficiently ,~mall h. 

8. If {r'khd converges to t then {(I - h"A)-"k} converges to eAt. M01'(?over, the convergence is 
uniform in t on any bounded intermLi. 

Proof 1: By the Wazewski inequality (see e.g. [32, Theorem 8.1]), lIeAl1i :S eM for all t where A is the 
largest eigenvalue of HA + AT). Theorem 1.5.3 in [21] gives now the desired inequality. 

2: It can easily be- verified by using item 1 that 

whenever )"h :S fJ < 1. 
3: This follows from [21, Theorem 3.5.3] .• 

6.2 Proof of Theorem 3.4 items 1 and 2 

For proving Theorem 3.4, we start by considering items 1 and 2, which are concerned with the exis
tence/uniqueness of the initial solution and the convergence of the impulsive parts of the approximations 
to the impulsive part of this initial solution. Note that t.he latter is m~eded to 8how that the limit of 
the approximations exists and satisfies Definition 2.5 item 1. 

We shall use the following proposition which establishes the relation between the solutions of the on8-
step problem and the solutions of the rational complementarity problem. 

Proposition 6.4 Consider' the 1nntr'ices A E Jillltn , B E limon, C E Iinlxn rLnd D E Rmxm such that 
AssUmlJtion 3.2 holds. We Iwve the following statements for all :1;0 ERn. 

1. RCP(:1:o,..4., B, C, D) has a 1mi(j'ue solution. 

2. For all s'll.fficiently small h, 

ii(h- 1
) = hu~ 

;i;(h- I
) hx3 

:i)(h- 1
) :::= hy3 

when:; UI.(.~),y(.0) is thesoi'lf.tion of RCP(:l:o,A,B,C, D), i(8) = (sI A) ':l:o+ -A) 'Bii.(s) 
(md (llg, xg, J.g) is the solution of the one-step IJ'roblem of Alg(}7·ithm 3.1 f01' A: = o. 
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Proof 1: Observe the basic fact that if LCP(q,M) is solvable then LCP(a::q,lll) is also solvable pro
vided that 0: 2:: O. As a consequence, Assumption 3.2 implies together with the ident.ity h(I - hA)-l 
(l~-lI .4)-1 that for all sufficiently small 11" LCP(C(h-lI A)-I;);o,G(h- 1» has a unique solution. 
From [10, Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.10], we can conclude that RCP(xo,.4,B,C,D) has a unique 
solution. 

2: Let (il(s),y(s)) be the solution of RCP(xo,A,B,C,D). It can be easily seen that D.(h- I ) solves 
LCP(C(h-lI - A)-I :1:0, G(h-1)) for all suffiCiently small h. Note that if z is a solution of LCP(q, M) 
t.hen a::z is a solution of LCP(a::q,M) provided 0: 2:: O. Therefore, h-1,tt(h-1) solves LCP(C(I 
hA)-l xo ,G(h-1

)) for all sufficiently small h. In other words, for all sufficiently small h 

tl(h-1 ) Im~ 

;/;(h-l) = hx~ 

f)(h- 1
) = hy~ 

where xes) = (sI - A)-I:1;O + (sI .'1)-1 Bfi(s) .• 

(7a) 

(7b) 

(7c) 

Proof of Theorem 3.4 items 1 and 2 1: From Propositon 6.4 item 1, it is known that RCP(:co, A, B, C, D) 
is uniquely solvable. Let (il(s),y(s») denote this unique solution and xes) =: (sI A)-lxo + (sI
A)-1 Bil(s), Since Ilhu~1I is bounded for sufficiently small h by the hypothesis of the theorem, 11(s) 
is proper due to Proposition 6.4 item 2. It follows that xes) is strictly proper and y(s) is proper. 
Clearly, Proposition 2.4 implies that the inverse Laplace transform of Ul(s) , £(.'1), y(s» is the unique 
initial solut.ion of LCS(A, B, C, D) with initial state Xo. The impulsive part of this solntion is of the 
form (1100,0, Yoo) with Uo = lim.Hoo 11( s) and Yo = lims-+oo 11( .'I) since 11( s), 5:( s) and yes) are proper, 
st.rictly proper and proper, respectively. 

2: It is clear from (5) and Proposition 6.4 item 2 that (u!;l1P' xrmp, Y!;lIP) converges to (Uimp, 0, Yimp) 

as h tends to zero. • 

6.3 Topological complementarity problem 

In this subsect.ion, an infinite dinwnsional version of the LCP will be eonsidered. This so-called topo
logicn[ complement(wity IJrolilem has strong relat.ions to (the regular parts of) the solutions of LCS. 
]'vloreovm-, it is possible to embed the discretizatiolls obtained from the backward Euler time-st.epping 
method in the Tep as welL 

To be specific, we briefly recall the Tep for the function space .c2 (0, r). More details on the TCP can 
be found in [3J and the references therein. 

Problem 6.5 (TCP(q,T» Given q E q'(O,r) and T: ql(O,r) -+ L:!{(O,r), find z E q'(O,r) sneh 
that 

z(t) 2:: ° 
q(t) + (Tz)(t) 2:: ° 

for almost all t E [0, r] and 

(z,q + Tz) = O. 

If z satisfies (8), we say that z solves TCP(q,T). 

Note that the conditions given in item 3 of Definition 2.5 may be equivalently written as 

Ureg(t) 2::0 

y rcg(t) 2:: ° 
11 

(8a) 

(8b) 

(8e) 

(9a) 

(Db) 



for almost all t E [0, r] and 

(9c) 

Hence, by associating the operator T(A,B,c,D) defined by 

(T(A,B,c:,D)U)(t) = Du(t) + it CeA(L-sj Bu(s)ds 

to LCS(A,B,C,D), the solutions of LCS(,4,B,C,D) can be identified with the solutions of certain 
TCPs in the following manner. 

Proposition 6.6 The following statements hold. 

1. If (u, x, y) E .cy(O, r) is (J, soiut'ion of LCS(A, B, C, D) on [0, r] with init'ial state ;1:0, then ureg zs 

(j, solution of TCP(CeA-xci![o,rj, T(A,B,(},D)), where ;];ci :1:0 + Buo and uimp = 1106. 

2. If u E C;r(O,r) is a soi'll,tion of TCP(CeA'xol[o,rj,T(A,B,C:,D)), then (u,:r;,y) is (J. solution of 
LCS(A, B, C, D) on [0, r] with initial state ;];0 wher'e 

;1: = eA-xol[O,r] + T(A.B,I.O)It 

y = C;c+Du. 

6.4 The time-stepping method in a TCP formulation 

The approximations of (5) by the backward Euler time-stepping scheme can also be formulated as the 
solutions of certain Teps. To do so, we introduce the operators Ch : jRnN" -+ IRmNI, , iJ,. : [RmNh -+ 
IRmNh, RIt : C~r(O,r) -+ m:mNh, QIl : RmNh -+ l[{nNh, and Pi. : jRjNI. -+ C~(O, r) for given r > 0 and It 
with Nit r r / h 1· 

Ch 

[I 

0 

11 
C 

D" := 

0 

Qh :=11, . 
[

(I ltA)-1 B 
(I - hA)-2B 

(I h~)-NhB 
(P/.w)(t) := 

[f 
0 

i1 
[ J~' uC')<1. 

D 1 .I;~" ~t(,9 )ds 
R"u:= T 

/, 

0 .I/'~h-Ilh 'U(s)d,<; 

o 
(I - !Ui)-l B 

(I - hA)-Nh+1 B 

if t E [(l-l)h,lh) for l == 1,2, ... ,Nit. 

For ease of reference, we summarize some of the properties of these operators, whieh will be needed in 
t.he t.he sequel. Without loss of generality, we can assume that N"h = To 

Proposition 6.7 Let v, w E rn:mNh and x E JRuNt., The following statements hold. 

2. v::::: 0 if and only if Pl,llV(t) ;:::: 0 for (nlmost) all t E [0, rJ. 
3. (Plllv pm,;v) = h v T W h , h . 

4 DP"',' - PlllD- ,. . h' - h h '. 

r;;. cpnx - pmC- X 
v h' - II /". 
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Proof Evident from the definitions of Pi, Rh , C" and Dh .• 

r

ut 1 [ (I - hA)-lxg ] u1 . _ (I hA)-:1xS 
· , and q" =:: . · . · . 

u'N" (I hA.)-N"x~ 

Indeed, LCP(Chq",Dh + ChQh) is pieced together from Nh one-step problems of Algorithm 3.1 step 
4. The following lemma will complete the TCP formulation of the time-stepping method by expressing 
the approximations as solutions of TCPs as well as by establishing the requirements of Theorem 6.9 
below. 

Lemma 6.8 Let Tj, =:: P/,'Q"Rh nnd qh =:: P,;'q". The following statements hold. 

1. For all s'ufficiently small It, U~'eg solves TCP (C q;, , D + CT!.). 

2. {ql,(')} conver"!]es to eA-(xo + Buo) with Uo as in item 2 of Theorem ,'{.4 ns II, tends to zero. 

3. {ThU~'eg - T(A,B,I,O)U~eg} comJer"!]es to 0 as h tends to zero . 

Proof 1: Since 11" solves LCP(CI,(II11 Dh + ChQ,,)' we have 

iilt 2: 0 

C"q" + (b" + C"QIt)ii" 2: 0 
-T- 0 u"y,,::= . 

(lla) 

(llb) 

(Ue) 

Note that U~eg :::: Pl.."u" and Y~~g =:: PitHy" due to (5) and the definition of p,;n. Hence, (lla) and (llb) 
together with Proposition 6.7 item 2 imply that 

Moreover, we have 

u;"Cg(t) 2: 0 and Y~eg(t) ~ 0 for (almost) all t E [0, rJ. 

( " It) (pm - pm - ) ureg ' Y reg =:: II U", It Y It 

I - T== tUhYh 

=0 

from Proposition 6.7 item 3, and (l1c). On the ot,her hand, we have 

y;"eg p;.n5"1t = p,~n[CItCih + (Dh + C"Qh)]Uh (from (l1b)) 

== CPI7Ci" + (D + CPi:'Q,,)Pl,"u/t (from items 4 and 5 of Proposition 6.7) 

(12) 

(13) 

= Cq;, + (D + CT~)u~eg (from item 1 of Proposition 6.7). (14) 

Clearly, (12), (13) and (14) imply that U~~g solves TCP(Cq;" D + OT!,). 

2: Note that from Algorithm 3.1 step 5 we have 

xl> o (15) 

Let 11{s) be the solution of RCP(:ro, A., B, C, D) and 11.0 == lims-t'.)O h(8). As shown in the proof of 
Theorem 3.4 item 2, huk converges to Uo as h tends to zero. Then, (15) implies that 

{xa} converges to :1:0 + Buo (16) 

as II. tends to zero. Note that 
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Hence, from the triangle inequality we get 

IllJ~,O - eA(XO + Buo)11 $. 11(1 hA,)-r.;hlx~ - eA'x~11 + 
+llekx~ - eA,(xo + Btto)11 

$. (IT 11(1 - hA.)-rt / h l - eAI I12 dt)1/21Ixgll + 

+( j,T IIeAt l1 2 dt?/21Ixg - (xo + Buo)ll . 
. 0 

Since Ut/hlh} converges to t as h tends to zero, Lemma 6.3 item 3 and (16) reveal that the right hand 
side converges to zero. 

3: Note that 

I 

(T:'u~~,g)(t) :;;::; L 11.(1 11..4,)-(1-1'+1) Bu;! 
1'=1 

I j'Ph :;;::; L (I - lul)-(l-p+!l Bu~ds 
1'=1 (p-1)" 

and also that 

/-1 Iph j.t 
(1'. . u" )(t) = "'"' e·4 (t-sj Bu"d, + eA(I-s) Bu"ds (,I,B,Z,O) reg' L...,; p • I 

p=I' {I'-llh (I-I)1t 

for 1 = rt/hl By exploiting the triangle inequality, we get 

(17) 

since (p l)h < s $. ph gives 1) r8/hl. Clearly, Hrt/hl - rs/hl + l)h} converges to t s (IS h 
tends to zero. We already know from the hypothesis that Ilu~11 is bounded for p 'I O. Therefore, from 
Lemma 6.3 item 3 we can conclude that the right hand side converges to zero uniformly in t on any 
bounded intervaL It follows that {T!.u:'~g - T(A,B,.:z.O)U~~g} converges in £2 sense to zero as It. t,ends to 
zero .• 

6.5 Convergence of solutions to TCPs 

From the previous subsection, it is obvious that the convergence problem for the time-steppin,g met.hod 
can be reduced to convergence of the solutions of a sequence of TCPs. The following theorem provides 
a general framework in which we shall prove the convergence of the regular part.s of the approximation 
obtained by the backward Euler time-stepping method. 

Theorem 6.9 Let T : £2(0,r) -+ c:r(O,r) be a compact operator and let S : q'(O,r) -+ (O,r) 
be a linear continuo1ts nonnegative definite (i.e. (v, Sv) ~ 0 for all v E £2'(0, r)) operator. Suppose 
that there exist sequences {qd and {Tk} stLch that {qd conver'ges to q and TCP(qk, S + Td is solvable 
f01' all k. Let Zk be a solution of TCP(qk,S + Tk)' If {zd converges WEakly to z and {TkZk Tzk} 
converges to ze1'O then z 80llle$ TCP(q, S + T}. 

Proof In order to prove the theorem, one should show that z, which is the weak limit of {z~.}, Hatisfies 

z(t) ~ 0 

q(t)+(S+T)z)(t) ~ 0 
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for almost all t E [0, TJ and 

(z,q+(S+T)z) =0. 

Since z~, solves TCP(q",S + T,,), we have 

zdt) 2: 0 

qdt) + «S + Tdzd(t) 2: 0 

for almost all t E [0, T] and 

(Zk, (jk + (S + T!<)Zk) = 0 

for all k. Let K be the nonnegative cone of C~'(O, T), i.e., 

K = {v I vet) 2: 0 for almost all t E [0, T]}. 

(18c) 

(19a) 

(19h) 

(19c) 

Note that K is weakly closed (i.e., the weak limit of every weakly convergent sequence in K is in K) by 
Theorem 3.12 of [22]. Then, (18a) follows from (190.) and the fact that K is weakly closed. Lemma 6.1 
item 3b and Definition 6.2 imply that 

{Szk} converges weakly to Sz (200.) 

and 

{T zA:} converges to T z. (20b) 

As a consequence of (20b), we have 

{TkZd converges to Tz (20c) 

since {TkZk Tzd converges to zero by assumption. The equations (200.), (20c) and the convergence 
of {qk} imply that {qk + (S+Tdzk} converges weakly to q+(S+T)z. Hence, (lSb) follows from (1gb) 
and the fact that K is weakly closed. Now, it remains to show that (18e) holds. Equation (19c) gives 

(Z~"SZk) = -(Zk,qk + Tkzk ). 

The convergence of {qd and the weak convergence of {zd, together with (20c) and Lemma 6.1 item 
3c, imply that 

lim (Zk' Sz~,) = - lim (z", (jk + TkZA,) = -(z, q + Tz). 
A,--,oo k--'too 

We also have from (18a) and (18b) that 

{z,q + (S + T)z) 2: o. 
Thus, 

(21) 

The nonnegative definiteness of S implies 

(ZI.' z,S(z" z))2:0. (22) 

Since liml.HCO{z, Szd limk-+oo(zb Sz) = (z, Sz) dll(~ to the fact that {zA:} converges weakly to z and 
Lemma 6.1 items 3b and 3c, we get 

(23) 

by letting k tend to infinity in (22). Together with (21), this yields 

lim (Zb Szd (z,Sz). 
k-+oo 

(24) 

Combining (20c), (24), the convergence of {q~,} t.o q and Lemma 6.1 item 3c results in 

lim (Zk, IJI.' + (S + Tdzk) = {z, fJ + (S + T)z). 
1.:-+00 

(25) 

Finally, (18c) follows from (19c) and (25) .• 
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6.6 Completing the proof of Theorem 3.4 

The proofs of item 1 and 2 in Theorem 3.4 have already been shown. The remaining items will be 
proven in this subsection. 

Proof of item 3 of Theorem 3.4 3a; The convergence of the impulsive parts has already been 
shown in the proof of item 2. Hence, it remains to show that the claim all the regular parts holds. By 
the hypothesis of the theorem, we know t.hat lIu~'egll is bounded for sufficiently small h. According t.o 

Lemma 6.1 item 1, the existence of a weakly convergent subsequence of {u~~~}, say {u~:i}, is clear. Let 
u!'eg denote the weak limit of this subsequence, and also let q;lk and T!.l. be defined as in Lemma 6.8. 
Since T{A.,B,I,O) is a compact operator (see e.g. [22, Exercise 4.15]), it follows from Definition 6.2 that 

{T(A,B,:l,O)U~:~} converges (strongly) to T(A,B,I,o)Ureg , Then, Lemma 6.8 it.em 3 implies that 

(26) 

Note that 

(27a) 

and 

(27b) 

It is clear from Lemma 6.8 item 2, (26) and (27a) t.hat {x~~i} converges to X,'cg := eA(:co + Buo)I[O,r] + 
T(A,B,I,O)Ureg . Since {Du~~i} converges weakly to DUreg due to Lemma 6.1 item 3b, it follows from 

Lemma 6.8 item 2, (26) and (27b) that {y;:~} converges weakly to Yl'cg := Cek(xo + BnO)i[o,r] + 
T(A,B,C,D)Ureg , 

,'Ill: Item 2 of Theorem 3.4 (see also the proof) states the convergence of (u~~;p, xi:~p, Y:~;p) to 

where (ii, X, y) E 6t+n+m is the unique initial solution for initial state :co. Hence, we also have 

due to Ximp = O. Let us define in the framework of Theorem 6.9 

• T = T(.4,B,C,O) ' 

• S D, 

• (j, = Cfjll ,and 
tt..} 

It can be checked that 

• T is compact ( [22, Exercise 4.15]), 

• S is nonnegative definite (by the hypothesis D 2: 0), 

• {qLl converges to Ce.4-(.1;O + B'Uo)I[O,rj (from Lemma. 6.8 item 2), 

• TCP( (j" S + T,) is solvable for all sufficiently large l (from Lemma 6.8 item 1), aud 

{ T. h.,/ T h.,/}.. (f .) • ,u,..;!\' - un'" converges t.o zero rom Lemma 6.8 It.em 3 , 
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Then, Theorem 6.0 implies that ureg solves TCP(Ce.4-(:ro + Bno)l[o,'-J, T(A,B,C,D))' Due to Proposi
tion 6.6 item 2, (ureg1 xreg , Yreg) is a solution of LCS(A, B, C, D) on [0, r] with the initial state Xo + BlLo 
(with'lto as in (28)), where 

X reg e
A '(;1;o + Bllo)l[a,rj + T(A,B,r,O)Ureg 

Y reg = CXreg + Dureg · 

Equivalently, 

Xreg = AXreg + BUreg + (;ro + Buo)J 

Y reg CX reg + DUreg 

holds in the distributional sense and 

for almost all t E [O,r]. Since Uimp uao, Yimp = D'Ui!))!> and Ximp = 0, (2ga) and (2gb) yield 

Xreg = Ax + Bu + xoo 

y = Cx + Du 

(29a) 

(29b) 

(2ge) 

(30a) 

(30b) 

Clearly, (28), (29c) and (30) imply that (u, x, y) is a solutioll of LCS(A, B, C, D) on [0, T] with the initial 
state :1:0' 

3c: We have already proven that the complete sequence of impulsive parts (u::~P' x[:~;P' y(:~p) <:on
verges. Note that the sequence of regular parts (u~'.i'g, X~~g, Y~;g) is bounded by assumption. Moreover, 
r 11' 1 f f' 3 b .. 1 h . b (h,., ilkl "WI) 10 owmg t 1e proo 0 Item a a ave, It IS C ear t at every conV(~rgmg Stl sequence Ureg, Xreg 1 Yreg 

converges to a solution of the LCS(A, B, C, D) with initial state Xo + Buo. Since t.his solution is unique, 
every converging subsequence of the bounded sequence of regular parts has the same limit.. Applying 
Theorem 6.1 item 2 completes the proof .• 

6.7 Some results on LCPs 

\Ve will present in this subsection some results on LCPs, that will be needed to prove t.he main result. 
(Theorem 4.1) for liuear passive complementarity systems. 

Proposition 6.10 Let M E lR(1l.xn be f.L IJositive definite m(Ltr'i:/; and Zi the uniq'/Lc solll.tion of LCP(f]i, A1) 
for i = 1,2. Then, 

where JI.(A1) denotes the smallest eigenval1le of the symmetr'ic part of lvI, i.e., HA1 + J11T). 

Proof By Lemma 7.3.10 mId Proposition 5.10.10 in [5], we have 

n 
- z211ao ~ IL(M) Ilql - (121100' 

Since Ilzll ~ n 1
/

2 11zllco and IIzlloo ~ IIzll for all z E IR.1l
, (31) yields 

• 

(31) 

Using t.he paSSIVIty property, we can compute a lower bound on p,(G(/i.- I )) with G(8) C(SL 
."1)-1 B + D, that will be ll~eful for the application of Proposition 6.10. 
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Lemma 6.11 Consider the mntriecs A. E IR"X1l! B E IR"XIlt, C E IRlIlxn and D E /R"'xm snelL that 
Ass'lLrnption 2.9 holds and (A,B,C,D) is po,,':!si'IJe. Let Il(N) denote the smallest eigenvalue of the 
symmetric part of (L matTix N and define 0(8) = D + C(sI - A)-l B. The following statements hold. 

1. D ~ O. 

2. 7J =I 0 ILnd 1t T Du 0 'imply that 'U T CB'lL > O. 

3. There exists a > 0 such that f.L(D + hCB) ~ ah for all sufficiently small h. 

4. There eX'ists fJ > 0 snch that f.L(0(h- 1
)) ~ fJh for' all s1lffieiently small h. 

Proof 1: It is clear from Lemma 2.8 item 2. 
2: Let V(:c) :;;;:: h; T J(,c be a storage function for the passive system (A, B, C, D). Assume that 1L =I 0 

and n T D'lI. = O. Tl~en, Lemma 2.4 of [8] implies t.hat C T u = J( BlL. Hence, we g;et. 

since J( is positive definite and B has full column rank. 
3: Note that (.Li + (L2 II. 2 b] + b2 h for all sufficiently small It > 0 if and only if (eLl > bd or (a[ :;;;:: 

b1 and (L2 2 b2 ). Let a min v T CBv. Since 
v T Dv==O 

111111==1 

holds for all 'It with 111LII :::::: 1 due to til\;! items 1 and 2, it i::; dear that for all 'It with 11'Il11 :::::: 1 

u T Du + huT CB'll ~ nh for all sufficiently small h > O. 

Thus, we get from [17, Property 5.2.2.1 (Rayleigh-Ritz theorem)] 

J1.(D + hCB):::::: min u T (D + hCB)u 
11,,11=1 

> aft 

for all sufficiently small h > O. Since a > 0 according t.o item 2, the proof of this part is complete. 
4: It is known from matrix theory (see e.g. [17, Property 9.13.4.9]) t.hat 

for all square matrices Ni and H2 • Hence, we get 

Il(0(h- 1» ~ It(D + hCB) + 11.'2 J1.( CA.(I hA.) -1 B) 

;:: /3h (from item 3) 

for some /3 > 0 and all sufficiently small h. • 

The following auxiliary lemma will be needed in the sequel. 

Lemma 6.12 Let P = {:1: E 1R1t I .4.7: ~ b} be (L given nonempty polyhedron with A. E IRnxm and 
b E /Rill and let :r* be equal to arg min:rEP Ilxll. There e:rists an inde.1: set I ~ n such that :1;* = 
argminA/ox==b1 11:1:11· 

Proof Consider the convex quadratic optimization problem 
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The well-known Kuhn-Tucker conditions are necessary and sufficient for this problem because of its 
convexity (see for instanc~) [5, Chapter 1.2]), i.e. :1:' is the solution of the optimization problem above if 
ami only if there exists a 'I/, E ]Rill such that 

:r* = AT,u 

Ax' > b 

'll~O 

U T (.4x* - b) = O. 

Take such a vector'll. Let I {i 1'1Li > O} and v = 'Ill. Then, ;1;* satisfies 

x* = (AI.) T v 

AI.X* = b/. 

(32a) 

(32b) 

Note that (32) are necessary and sufficient (Kuhn-Tucker) conditions for the convex quadratic mini
mization problem 

• 
To formulate the next lemma, we need t.o recall the concept of a dual cone. 

Definition 6.13 For any nonempty set Q c IRm, the set 

{10 E IRni I 10 T V ~ 0 for all v E Q} 

is called the d1/,(Ll cone of Q and is denot.ed by Q*. 

Lemma 6.14 Let lvI E ]RItlW be nonnegative defin'ite and Q 
statements. 

1. LCP(q, Ai) is solvable 'if and only if q E Q*, 

SOL(O, M). We have the following 

2. For each q E Q*, ther'c c.T-ists a 'll.niqu.e least-norm solution z* E SOL(q, 111) s'/lch that IIz'lI ::; Ilzll 
f07' all z E SOL(q, IV!). 

3. Ther'e e:rists 0: > 0 such tlwt for' all q E Q* 

Ilz*(q)11 ::; o:llqll, 

where z*('l) denotes the. least-noT'T1~ solution (see item 2) of LCP(q, AI). 

Proof 1: It follows from [5, Exercise 3.12.1 and Corollary 3.8.lO]. 

2: This follows from the fact that SOL(q, 1\1) is a nonempty polyhedron whenever q E Q* [5, Theo
rem 3.1.7(c)]. 

3: Define 

0:(.4.) = {Omax min 11:1:11 
yElIll A A;r=y 

111111==1 

Note that. 
ma .. \: min II:!:II = max 

yElln A ;1:1;""y 11..1,,;1/=1 
lIyll=J 
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The mapping :1; M Ilx xiii achieves its maximum on the set {X IIIA:.r1l = I}. Hence, the quantity 

a(.4) is well-defined for all A. Take 

0: = /2 

For any q E Q*, we know from the items 1 and 2 that LCP(q, M) is solvable and that there exists 
a unique least-norm solution z*(q). Let I = {'i I zi(q) > o}. Clearly, P = {v I VI ::::: 0, VIc = 
0, qI + A1[/v/ = 0, and (jlc + M1c[v] ::::: o} ~ SOL(q, AI) and z"(q) E P. Note that P is a polyhedron, 
since P = {ll I Av ::::: b} where 

A 
[

I] [0] -II'. 0 
AI and b = _q 

-AIle lJl 

Moreover, it is obvious that z*(q) = argminA,,>I, IIvll. Then, according to Lemma 6.12 there exists 
.] ~ 3n such that z*(q) = argminAJ.,,=I'J IlvlI.- Thus, we have IIz*(q)1I ~ n(AJ.)llb.JlI. Note that 
IIbJII:.! ~ IIbW ~ 11(&2 + II(JIII:.! :::; 211qll:l and V2a(.4J.) ::; n. Consequently, 

Ilz*(q)1I ~ a IIqll· 

• 
6.8 Proof of Theorem 4.1 

After these results on LCPs, the proof of the main result on linear passive complementarity systems is 
in order. The proof will be based on showing that the requirements of Theorem 3.4 are fulfilled for this 
class of linear complementarity systems. 

Lemma 6.15 Consider LCS(A,B,C,D) such that Assumption 2.9 holds rLnd (A,B,C,D) 'is passive. 
Then, for all sufficiently srrwU h, LCP(hC(I - hA)-lx, G(1t- I

)) Iws (L nnique solution for each;1: E 1R". 

Proof 
The stat.ement follows from the posit.ive defineteness of G(I~ -I) for all sufficiently small h (Lemma 6.11 
item 4 together with Theorem 3.1.6 of [5]) .• 

Lemma 6.16 Consider' LCS(A., B, C, D) su.ch that A~su.mTJtion 2.9 holds and (A, B, C, D) i!l ]!fLssive. 
Let T > 0 (l.wi Q ::::: SOL(O, D), i.c. Q = {z E IRIll I z ::::: 0, Dz ~ 0 (£71.(1 = O} be given. Al,~o 

let ({ ui:}, {xi:}, {y~:}) be 1)7'Ori'lJ,ced by Algorithm :U. The following statements hold for' all sufficiently 
small h. 

1. Cx~ E Q* fOT all k::j:. -l. 

2. There exists an a > ° independent of Xo s7tch that lIu~:" :::; o:lIxoll for all k ::j:. 0. 

Proof 1: It is evident from (4b) and (4c) that u~: solves LCP(Cxi, D) when k ::j:. -1. Since D is 
nonnegative definite (Lemma 6.11 item 1), Cx~: E due to [5, Corollary 3.8.10]. 

2: All inequalities involving h are meant to hold for all sufficiently small h, and 0:1,0:2" .. ,0:6 are 
suit.ably chosen positive const.ants in this proof. Note that LCP(Cxi,D) is solva.ble for all k::j:. -1 due 
to item 1 and [5, Corollary 3.8.10]. Let u* be the least-norm solution of LCP (Cxi: , D). Clearly, u* 
solves also LCP(Cxi~ - hCel hA)-1 Bu*,G(h,-I»). According to Proposition 6.10, \ve have 
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since U~~+l solves LCP(C(I hA)-lx~, G(h-l)) and G(h- 1 ) > 0 for all sufficielltly small h. By using 
the triangle inequality and Lemma 6.11 itern 4, we obtain 

n*11 :s L1:1 11 C[(X - hA)-l 
II, X]xi~11 + O'lIIC(I - h.4)-1 Bu'll. 

Note that {X hA)-1 - I == hA.(X - hA)-I. It can be easily verified t.hat Lemma 6.3 item 2 and 
Lemma 6.14 it,em 3 result in 

(33) 

Consequently, we get 

(34) 

by applying the triangle inequality and employing Lemma 6.14 item 3 and (33). It follows that 

Ilx~~+1II:S Ilx~~11 + Ilx{:+l x~II 
:s IIxtli + II[(I hA)-l - I]x~ + h(I - hA)-1 BU~~+111 (from (4a)) 

:s (1 + (14h)llxZII· (from Lemma 6.3 item 2) (35) 

(36) 

for some 0'(; > O. Here Nit = rf,l Note t.hat we have 

IIx311 = IIx~1 + hBugll 
IIxo + hBuall :s 0'611 xoll (37) 

from Proposition 6.3 item 2. Finally, (34), (36) and (37) establish the desired inequality .• 

After all t.hese preliminaries, we can prove Theorem 4.1. 

Proof of Theorern 4.1 According to Lemma 6.15, Assumption 3.2 holds. Then, Proposition 6.4 item 1 
implies that RCP(;z:o,A.,B,C,D) has a unique solution, say ((i.(s),fj(s». It is known from [8, Theorem 
3.6] that 11(8) is proper. Therefore, boundedness of II/m311 for all sufficiently small h follows from 
Proposition 6.4 item 2. On the other hand, D is nonnegative definite due to it.em 1 of Lemma 6.11 a.nd 

(38) 

due t.o (5) and Lemma 6.16 item 2. Finally, it is known from Theorem 2.10 that (u, x, y) is the unique 
solution on [0,7] with the initial state .TO. As a consequence of Theorem 3.4 item 3c, {(uhk, yhk)} 
converges weakly to ('Il, y) and {x''!·} converges to ;z: for any sequence {ltd that converges to zero. In 
other words, {(uh,y")} converges weakly to (u,y) ilnd {xh} converges to x as h tends to zero .• 

6.9 Proof of Theorem 4.2 

In this subsection, the continuous dependence of solution t.rajectories on the initial states will be proven 
as formulated in Theorem 4,2. 

Proof of Theorem 4.2 Let the sequence {if-de IRn converge t,o x E IRH. Denote the solution of 
LCS(A.,B,C,D) on [0,7] wit,h the init,ial stat.es :I:h, and :1: by (uk,xk,yk) and (u,x,y), respectively. 
Then, it should be shown that 
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2. {(u~eg, Y~eg)} converges weakly to (ureg , Yreg) and {x~~g} converges t,o xreg · 

1: Let (u~l1p,xt;l1p,Y~np) == ('(tt6,;I;~J,y§6). Also let 'lL~(l/') and 1to(h) be the solutions of the one-step 
problems LCP( C(I 11,1'1)-1;[;.., hC(I h1'1)-l B + D) and LCP( C(I - hA) hC(I - hAl -I B + D), 
respectively. From Proposition 6.10 and Lemma 6.11 item 4, we get 

for sufficiently small h. By multiplying the inequality above by II, and using Lemma 6.3 item 2, we 
obtain 

(39) 

for sufficiently small h, On the other hand, it is already known from the proof of Theorem 3.4 item 2 
that limh-to Im§(h) = lL~ and lim/HO lmo(h) = Uo. Thus, (39) yields 

(40) 

Clearly, {u~} converges to '!to. Consequently, {utnp} converges to uimp' Since xtnp 0 and yf:np = 

DU~llP' we can conclude that {(utnp' xt:np, yt:np)} converges to (Uimp,Xjmp'Yimp)' 
2: Observe that (u~eg, X~~g, y~:,g) and (ureg , xreg ' Yreg) are the solutionH of LCS(A., B, C, D) 011 [0, rJ 

with the initial states i:~:+ B'(t~ and :1; + BUD, respectively. Moreover, {;T:~: + HIL~} converges to :1: + Buo 
as shown in the proof of it.em 1 above. Lemma 6.16 item 2 together with (38) implies that for some 
13 > 0 independent of Xk +Bu&, Ilu~egll S 1311:1:k +Bu§11 for all k. This means that the sequence {u~~g} is 
bounded since the sequence {x~, + Bun is cOllvergent. Hence, there exists at least one weakly convergent 
subsequence of {u~eg} according to Lemma 6.1 item 3a. Take any such subsequence of {u~eg}, say {u~J.g}. 
Define 

• T = T(A,B,C,O), 

• S=D, 

• (]l = CeA'(:1:~'1 + BU~'), and 

• T, := T. 

It can be checked that 

• T is compact ( [22, Exercise 4.15]), 

• S is nonnegative definite (by Lemma 6.11 item 1), 

• {qJ} converges to Ceil (.?: + B'Uo)l[o,Tj (since II(]I CeA-(::i: + Bno)11 S IICeA'IIII(:l:k/ + Bu{;') - (;1; + 
Buo)ll) 

• TCP«(Jl, S + Tt) is solvable (from Proposition 6.6 item I), and 

• {'T'/ukl - TU!':' } - 0 .L , reg reg - . 

Therefore, {u~~g} converges weakly to the solution ureg of TCP (Ce A' (:r + Bno) 1[0, T j) T(..\,13 ,C,D») according 
to Theorem 6.9. Since U,.eg is unique due to Proposition 6.6 item 2 and Theorem 2.10, the reasoning 
above shows that any weakly convergent subsequence of {1L~eg} has the same limit. Lemma 6.1 item 2 
implies now that the whole sequence {u~eg} converges weakly to ureg . Note that Proposition 6.6 item 2 
and uniqueness of the solutions of LC8(.4, B, C, D) yield that 
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(41b) 



and 

(;E + Buo)l[o,Tj + T(A,B,I,O)urcg 

Yreg = CXreg + DUrag 

( 41c) 

(41<1) 

Then, convergence of {x~eg} to and weak convergence of {Y~eg} to Yreg follow from (41), the con-
vergence of {Xk + Bu~} to x + Buo and the compactness of T(A,B,I,O)' • 
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